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- The start of  HispaBrick Magazine®. 
- This edition is only available in 
Spanish. Carlos (car_mp) and Lluís 
(lluisgib) make up the staff and 
Íñigo (g2bricks) takes care of the 
layout; Antonio (Legotron), Jesús 
(Arqu_medes) and Jetro (Jetro) are 
collaborators.

- This is a bilingual edition; some of the 
articles appear in both Spanish and 
English

- Two editions are published, one in 
Spanish and one in English
- Great international reception, from 
this very first issue, the downloads in 
English exceed those in Spanish

- Iñigo leaves the team and Carlos 
starts doing the layout
- First collaboration of Jose 
(Satanspoet) and Vicente (Otum)



- First issue to reach a total download of 
2.000 for the Spanish edition in the first 
4 months after publication

- Jetro (linmix) becomes part of the staff

- First collaboration of Gemma (Bitxa) 
and Jesús (Manticore)
- Interview with Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen



- HispaBrick Magazine® is a registered 
trademark
- The magazine gets a new logo

- The first issue to reach 10.000 
downloads in the first four months after 
publication



- Presentation of MILS (Modular 
Integrated Landscaping system)

- The first time the magazine runs over 
100 pages

- We start hosting the magazine on our 
own server, as part of the website for 
the magazine

- 5th anniversary of HispaBrick 
Magazine®
- The first issue to reach 20.000 
downloads in the first four months after 
publication



- The first issue to reach 25.000 
downloads in the first four months after 
publication
- This is the most downloaded issue 
according to our server statistics, with 
over 45.000 in total



- Antonio becomes part of the staff
- We reach 250.000 downloads since 
we started hosting the magazine on our 
own server

- Last issue with Carlos as chief editor
- Jose becomes part of the staff

- Antonio takes care of the layout



- Lluís is in charge of the layout

- The new logo is presented
- Eurobricks and Kockice get dedicated 
corners in the magazine

- First edition of the magazine in Croatian



- Benny (from Luigi Priori) gets 
dedicated corner in the magazine

- 23rd May is the 10th Anniversary of 
HispaBrick Magazine®
- We launched first commemorative set: 
1001 - HispaBrick Magazine® Kiosk, 
including a Kiosk with a bicycle post.
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